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Holy Chuck 

"Burgerlicious"

Freshest meat and high-quality buns, succulent flavors and gooey cheese,

these a few things that make Holy Chuck burgers one of the best in the

city. The place takes efforts in grinding their meat on daily basis to avoid

refrigerating the meat which adds to the flavor, which makes customers

wait a bit longer but hungry and loyal Holy Chuck fans wait with ease. You

must try their signature Holy Chuck burger, the Cowlorie, Grind N' Shine,

Raging Bul and You Fat Pig. Their prices are a bit steep but the taste of

these gourmet burgers makes it worth the extra buck you pay. They also

host burger eating contests, if you think you are a true burgerholic, try

your mettle here!

 +1 416 962 4825  holychuckburgers.com/  1450 Yonge Street, Toronto ON
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The Burgernator 

"Best At Burgers"

At the Burgernator, making burgers is considered nothing less than a war.

In a grungy bar like setting, dipped and drenched in the hues of black this

burger joint serves some of most mean and meaty burgers in Toronto. On

their black walls, the quotes and slogans written in white stand out and

speak to you, one of the catchy slogans read, 'the burger is our weapon;

the city is our battlefield'. They run many discounts and offers, which is

why the place is frequently patronized by college students and young

crowds. They serve a variety of burgers, fries and sandwiches, but the

signature Burgernator with triple meat patty is the meanest of all!

 +1 647 748 0990  www.theburgernator.com/  269 Augusta Avenue, Toronto ON
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The Burger's Priest 

"Blessed Burgers"

This idyllic burger-joint will amuse you as much as it will feed your burger

cravings. Themed after the bible, The Burger Priest define themselves as a

'classic American cheeseburger joint'. Don't be taken aback by the size of

the restaurant because this tiny joint packs a whole lot of delicious meaty

burgers. Their burger names are as interesting as the taste, with

innovative names like 'The Priest', 'The Pope', 'Judgement Day',

'Armageddon' among others. Their burgers taste scrumptious as they use

ultra-premium fresh beef. Vegetarians need not fret as they have a special

burger called 'The Option'. Whether you believe in god or not, do take a

trip to this joint if you are a worshiper of burgers!

 +1 647 346 0617  theburgerspriest.com/  1636 Queen Street East, Toronto ON
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